This paper replaces the hinged pivots of an eight-bar linkage with flexure joints in order to achieve a flexure-connected linkage system that guides rectilinear movement of its end-effector. The goal is a linkage design that can be reduced in size to provide a suspension for the proof masses of a MEMS gyroscope. The symmetric design of the linkage and its long travel relative to other MEMS suspensions has the potential to provide a number of advantages, such as the reduction of quadrature error. The design presented yields 0.1% deviation over its range of movement. An example also presents the driving linkage of the MEMS gyroscope, which is also designed as flexure connected linkage.
INTRODUCTION
This paper presents an eight-bar linkage in which the hinged pivots have been replaced by flexures in order to guide the rectilinear movement of a MEMS gyroscope. The flexure-connected eight-bar linkage provides a long-travel rectilinear suspension for the proof masses in the MEMS gyroscope, which reduces quadrature error.
Existing rectilinear motion linkages have 10 bars, see Kempe (1877) [4] . Our goal is an eight-bar linkage that guides rectilinear movement with low error and with no link overlap so the hinged joints can be replaced with flexures. A flexure allows movement through bending of its elements. An example of application of flexure pivots can be seen from a 2-DOF flexure ⇤ Address all correspondence to this author. parallel mechanism [1] .
The resulting flexure-connected eight-bar linkage has dimensions of approximately 200mm ⇥ 150mm and provides 33mm rectilinear movement with a maximum deviation of 0.1%.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Suspensions for MEMS gyroscope are usually formed from springs, such as the Crab-leg spring, U-spring, Serpentine spring and Folded-flexure spring (2006) [2] . These suspensions are asymmetric, which introduces in quadrature error. Shi et al. (2006) [2] provide design principles to reduce quadrature error.
Our research provides another approach by designing a symmetric eight-bar and introducing flexures as the pivots, in order to obtain a compliant mechanism that provides a rectilinear movement. The symmetric structure of this suspension results in highrate sensitivity and low temperature dependent drift [3] . In addition, it provides a long travel rectilinear movement of the proof mass.
The synthesis of an eight-bar linkage to reach five task positions has been presented by Soh and McCarthy (2007) [6] and Sonawale and McCarthy (2014) [9] . This method starts from two 3R chain robots and by adding two RR constraints to get one degree-of-freedom eight-bar linkage. In this research, we follow this procedure and obtain a number of eight-bar linkages from which we chose the designs with non-overlapping links. This provides a simple way to introduce flexures into the linkage. examples of compliant mechanisms. Compliant mechanisms have proven to have a wide range of applications both in MEMS devices and larger scale systems, [11] [10]. Howell [12, 14] presents the design rules for the introduction of flexures in traditional pivoted linkage systems. The analysis of beam flexure performance had been presented by Awtar and Slocum (2007) [13] . In this paper, we replace the hinges in our eight-bar linkage design with long-thin beam flexures, analyze the resulting system, and adjust the flexure dimensions to ensure performance.
RECTILINEAR EIGHT-BAR LINKAGE
The method of synthesis of eight-bar linkages start from defining two 3R chain firstly and adding a RR chain constraint after, has already been presented by Soh and McCarthy (2007) [6] . Continuing research on finding all possible ways of applying the RR constraint was presented by Sonawale and McCarthy (2014) [9] . In our research, we specified the five task positions on a straight line. We followed the same procedure to get a number of eight-bar linkages.
Firstly we need to derive the kinematic equations of the planar 3R chain. Let [D] denote the homogeneous transformation from task frame to fixed frame. [G] is the transformation matrix from the 3R chain base to fixed frame. We define [H] as the transformation matrix from task frame to end-effector frame. The length of the 3 moving links were represented as a 1 , a 2 and a 3 respectively. q 1 , q 2 and q 3 are relative rotation angles of each moving frame. Let Z denote the homogeneous transformation matrix of the moving frame. The homogeneous transformation matrix [D] can be denoted as
Five task positions have already been specified on a straight line so we can solve (q 1 j , q 2 j , q 3 j ), j = 1,...,5 for each of the five task positions using
The next step is defining two RR constraints between any two of the moving link. Let's define [B l j ] to be the homogeneous transformation matrix of the lth moving link to the fixed frame and [B k j ] to be the homogeneous transformation matrix of the kth moving link to the fixed frame. The lth moving link and the kth moving link are connected by a RR constraint link. The joint position, g, is where the RR constraint link connected the lth link measured in moving frame [B l j ] and w is the joint position where RR constraint link connected the kth link measured in moving frame [B k j ] . In the process of the task frame moving through all the five task positions, the coordinates of two ends of the RR constraint link, measured in the fixed frame, are given by
Relative displacement is introduced for convenient calculation
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Substitute equation (4) into equation (3) we get
Note that [R 11 ] = [S 11 ] = [I] are identity matrix. The two ends of the RR constraint link were defined by G j and W j . Assuming the length of the RR constraint link is R so we can get constraint equations for five take positions
Here we get five constraint equations and five variables. We can solve for G 1 = (u, v, 1) T , W 1 = (x, y, 1) T and R using the five task positions which have been specified on a straight line. The method of solving RR constraint equations of a four-bar linkage has been presented by McCarthy [5] . We used the same method here, subtracting the first of the five equations from the remaining four to reduce the total variables to four. By using Mathematica's Nsolve function, we can get all the possible eight-bar linkage designs satisfying our task position requirements.
MEMS IMPLEMENTATION
MEMS fabrication requires single layer design. First, we need to find non-overlap eight-bar linkages from the numerous Fig.1 is in overlap form. It can provide rectilinear motion but several links have to be placed on different layers to make the whole mechanism work. The one shown in Fig.2 is an example of non-overlap linkage. The ones we obtained from the synthesis of eight-bar linkages are all in asymmetric shape. We redesigned the eight-bar linkage and made it perfectly symmetric due to the powerful advantages offered by symmetric shape in MEMS gyroscope application. The redesigned eight-bar linkage is shown in Fig.2 .
After redesigning, the end effector still showed very good rectilinear property. After evaluating the rectilinear performance of the symmetric eight-bar linkage, we traced the motion path of the end-effector. The path can be seen in Fig.3 , which is a perfect straight line just from observation. We extracted 253 points from the straight line and got the exact coordinates for each point. Part of the points coordinates are shown in Table. 1 as an example. A curve shown in Fig.4 was created to show the 253 points. The X-axis and Y-axis represented the X coordinates and Y coordinates of each point. The total displacement in X-direction for the end-effector moved from the first task position to the fifth task position is 33.1 millimeters. During this process, the maximum and minimum Y coordinates of the tracing point were -70.042 millimeters and -70.069 millimeters respectively. The maximum deviation in the Y-direction of the end effector was only 0.027 millimeter while it went horizontally 33.1 millimeters. Here we analyzed the performance of the symmetric eight-bar linkage using millimeter units. We need to scale it to micron units during fabrication. We can see the redesigned symmetric eight-bar linkage manifested perfectly rectilinear motion property.
The next step was replacing all the rigid-body joints with flexure pivots. We used Finite-Element-Analysis method to evaluate the performance of the eight-bar flexure suspension designed before. It turned out that the beam flexure at the joint position achieved the best result. From the Finite-Element-Analysis result, we refined the flexure suspension by changing the dimension of the flexure pivots. The base flexure pivots were made relatively thicker and shorter while the remaining joints used long thin beam flexure pivots. Finally, we obtained an eight-bar flexure suspension shown in Fig.5 .
In Finite-Element-Analysis, we applied aluminum as the material of the eight-bar flexure suspension. The base link of the whole flexure suspension was fixed and horizontal force was applied at the end-effector. We used a curvature based mesh. The stress result is shown in Fig.6 . The highest stress was observed at the two flexure pivots besides the base link. The displacement result is shown in Fig.7 . The motion of the eight-bar flexure suspension was very close to the rigid-body solution. From the Finite-Element-Analysis result we can see the eight-bar flexure suspension has well-performed rectilinear motion property.
MEMS GYROSCOPE
The technology we used in MEMS gyroscope fabrication required the minimum beam width to be 3 microns and the gap width is between 0.7 micron and 50 microns. We need to scale our design to fit the fabrication rules in order to manufacture it. Different fabrication technology has different constraints. One example can been seen from [3, 15] .
A driving linkage was designed to connect two sets of MEMS gyroscopes. Trusov et al. (2011) [16] has presented the conventional coupling mechanism used in MEMS gyroscope. The driving linkage in our research was constructed from two Chebyshevs Lambda linkages. The end-effector of Chebyshevs Lambda mechanism can go through straight line within a specific range. Part of one bar from eight-bar linkage was used as one link of the Chebyshevs Lambda linkage. We connect the end-effector of the two Chebyshevs Lambda linkages together to get our driving linkage. The model of the driving linkage connecting two eight-bar linkages is shown in Fig.8 . The input was applied at the end-effector of the Chebyshevs Lambda linkage. Because of the rectilinear motion of the Chebyshevs Lambda linkages, the two eight-bar linkages can be driven to move in opposite directions, at the same time. An important MEMS gyroscope design rule is for small input to result in a large output so the driving linkage has to be made with high precision to achieve this goal. We transferred the rigid-body driving linkage to flexure pivots version as shown in Fig.9 . Finite-Element-Analysis was conducted on evaluating the performance of the driving linkage. The displacement result is shown in Fig.10 . We can see the two eight-bar flexure suspension moved in straight line validating the flexure pivots driving linkage performance.
CURRENT DESIGN
The long thin beam flexure pivots worked effectively in our current research. The whole MEMS gyroscope package included two sets of suspension connected by the driving linkage. Two examples of our current package design are shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12 .
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a symmetric flexure-connected eight-bar linkage designed to be a rectilinear suspension for the proof mass of a MEMS gyroscope. This rectilinear eight-bar linkage was designed with hinged pivots and then flexures were introduced and sized using Finite Element Analysis. The result is an eight-bar flexure suspension that provides 33 micrometers of travel end-to-end with a maximum 0.1% deviation of the endeffector path from a straight line.
Additional work will be to adjust the symmetric eight-bar flexure suspension to meet fabrication rules and verifying that the finished product achieves the predicted rectilinear properties. Fabrication of prototypes will verify the motion of this flexureconnected eight-bar linkage under the action of external forces. Further research and experimentation will be conducted to refine the design of this rectilinear MEMS suspension.
